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NEWS AND VIEWS ON REAL-TIME UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS 
As always, please feel free to forward this newsletter to your colleagues.  To be added to our 
FREE automated email distribution list, simply visit www.wainhouse.com/bulletin.  

 Andrew W. Davis, andrewwd@wainhouse.com 
 

Polycom Intros RMX 2000 V4 with Double Capacity HD Hardware 
Polycom announced a new version of its 
video MCU, the RMX 2000, with new 
software and new hardware.  The new 
system supports 1080p30 and broadcast-
quality 720p60 high definition (HD) 
quality, a new fixed capacity operating 
mode, and increased capacity and 
scalability. 
The new system is a combination of software enhancements and new, faster processing resources 
(MPM+ cards).  The software introduces a feature dubbed Video Clarity by the company, an 
algorithm similar to one introduced a while back by Codian that can upscale and sharpen video 
images, providing dramatically enhanced video quality for lower-resolution video connections.  
According to Polycom, a low (CIF) resolution signal can be upscaled and sharpened to 
DVD-quality standard definition (4CIF, 480p) resolution and distributed to all capable devices 
without using additional processing resources. Similarly, a standard definition video call can be 
upscaled to HD. 
The new RMX introduces a new twist on an old MCU puzzle:  resource allocation.  The system 
can be deployed in either a fixed or flexible resource (port) configuration. For customers placing 
video calls at different resolutions and call speeds, the RMX 2000 offers a “flexible” mode that 
dynamically allocates resources based on specific call requirements. This method provides 
greater capacity and is more cost-effective for non-HD resolution calls since they consume less 
processing resources. The “fixed” mode is ideal for those using scheduling / management 
systems that need to know EXACTLY how many ports are available – without regard for the call 
speed / resolution in use during other sessions.  It’s also important for maintaining capacity / port 
availability for ad-hoc environments. 
Our Take:  Polycom is back in the 
game with beefed up port density, 
enhanced HD support including 1080p 
and 720p60, and a solution that is right 
at home in a mixed HD-SD 
environment, a condition we expect to 
exist in the market for many more 
years. 

RMX 2000 MPM+ 40HD/160CIF System $263,000 

RMX 2000 MPM+ 30HD/120CIF System $201,000 

RMX 2000 MPM+ 20HD/80CIF System $139,000 

RMX 2000 MPM+ 10HD/40CIF System $77,500 

RMX 2000 MPM+ 5HD/20CIF System $46,500 

RMX 2000 MPM+40 10HD/40CIF Cards $18,000 

RMX 2000 MPM+80 20HD/80CIF Cards $27,000  WR Forum: Polycom RMX 2000 V4  
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Haivision – Video Furnace to Merge 
Two privately held, leading-edge companies in the 
visual communications space have decided to merge.  
Montreal-based HaiVision and Chicago-based Video 
Furnace will join forces in a perfectly complementary 
fashion under the new name of Haivision Network 
Video.  This move gives the combined entity a very 
strong end-to-end solution since it combines 
Haivision’s expertise in content capture, encoding, and 
decoding, with Video Furnace’s expertise in streaming 
environment management and content distribution. 
Video Furnace enables organizations to deliver video 
over their network securely to any connected desktop, 
laptop or TV for live broadcasts and public addresses, 
remote training, real-time monitoring, digital signage 
and mission-critical communication.  The solution 
meets government-grade security standards and 
supports all operating system platforms while 
addressing the needs of “asset management”.  
Haivision is in the business of creating those video assets, with a wide range of exceptionally 
high performance and low latency codec engines sold to integrators and OEMs.   

Your company name & link here! 
Join the elite group of  WR Bulletin 

sponsors for 2009 & get your word out! 
Contact Sara Fargo, sfargo@wainhouse.com 

The Wainhouse Research Bulletin would 
like you to join us in thanking our 

 2009 sponsors who help keep  
distribution of the WRB free: 

Aethra Compunetix 
AGT Haedenbridge 
Cisco LifeSize 

Talk & Vision 
The fine print: Sponsorship of the WR Bulletin in 

no way implies that our sponsors endorse the 
opinions expressed in the WRB. Nor does it 

imply that the Bulletin endorses their products or 
services. We remain an equal opportunity critic. 

Our Take: This is a win-win deal. Unlike many mergers / acquisitions, there is little or no 
product overlap .  In addition, both companies share a similar mindset focused around providing 
very high quality and a consistent, reliable user experience.  We look forward to some upcoming 
product announcements from the combined Haivision Network Video team.    

News In Brief 
 Aethra and AGT have expanded their partnership and are now offering customers an “Added 

Managed Services” program that supplements the traditional maintenance service contract.  By 
supplementing the standard parts replacement warranty with this managed option, customers will 
receive real-time event help desk support and access to unlimited bridging, recording, and 
streaming. In addition, the option includes multipoint bridging capability per Aethra endpoint 
with ports available for H.323 guests and web 
desktop video participants. In an unrelated 
announcement, Aethra announced a new entry 
level SD videoconferencing system the Vega X1, a 
set top appliance with a list price of $2,990.  The 
X1 supports IPv6 and claims to interoperate with 
Microsoft OCS 2007.   

WR Bulletin Poll Results 
Has your company implemented a 

streaming/webcasting solution? 

Live
Events
Only 
34%

Archived
Events
Only
0%

Both
47%

Neither
19%

 

 Revolabs has introduced the company’s Executive 
HD Wireless Microphone System which supports 
up to 22kHz audio.  In an unrelated announcement, 
Wainhouse Research has recently evaluated the 
Revolabs solution and published a new paper with 
the results.   

 SMART has added Touch Recognition to its 
SMART Board 600 series interactive whiteboards. 
The feature is the first to automatically detect the 
difference between a pen, finger and palm of the 
hand. 
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 Verizon Business announced that it is integrating Verizon Conferencing with popular IM 
services, including IBM Lotus Sametime Unified Communications and Collaboration; Microsoft 
Office Live Communications Server 2005; and the Cisco Jabber XCP. Using the feature, 
enterprise and governmental organizations will be able to initiate conference calls via IM.  

 InterCall and Huddle.net announced a partnership to give InterCall webconferencing, 
teleconferencing and videoconferencing users automatic access to Huddle's collaborative 
workspaces. 

You've Decided on Unified Communications - Now What? 
Web Seminar - February 26th  

Wainhouse Research’s Brent Kelly and Jon Neville will be co-hosting a free webinar on 
February 26th with Diane Mayer of fellow consultancy group, Corvent  The seminar will 
provide real-life insight and help for those considering deploying Unified Communications 
in the enterprise but are uncertain of how to move from the drawing board to tactical 
implementation. In addition to offering tips for driving user adoption, this seminar will 
include three keys to a successful rollout; how user profiling can identify UC needs by 
employee groups; how to fast track an RFP; and tips for ROI modeling.    

This webinar is free and registration is open to all end-users of conferencing technologies. 
If you are responsible for collaborative solutions in your enterprise or would simply like to 
learn more about this hot topic then please register now for this exciting session. 

People & Places 
Talk & Vision, Debby Kappetijn, Marketing Communications Manager Europe 
The Whitlock Group, Ken Oots, Manager of Conferencing and Global Business Development  
ON24, Ben Sullivan, VP Channel Sales 

New White Paper Quantifies Value of Ease of Use 
in Web Conferencing 

Does Ease of use play a greater role in an organization’s potential to 
realize the benefits of web conferencing than the traditional 
emphasis on features or price?   Based on a survey of 173 end users, 
this white paper explores ways to quantify Ease of Use by 
examining its impact on training and support costs, adoption rates, 
and productivity.  Sponsored by IBM Sametime Unyte, this white 
paper offers a quantifiable assessment of the difference an easier-to-
use web conferencing service can provide.  Download your free 
copy from www.wainhouse.com/whitepapers . 

   
Désormais disponible en Français 

Ahora disponible en Español 
See www.wainhouse.com/bulletin to subscribe …  

Chinese, French, and Spanish 
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Collaboration Futures Summit – Berlin 2009  
The Collaboration Futures Summit will explore 
the major technologies and applications that are 
driving the future of the industry.  The two-day 
program will cover the future of audio, video, 
and web applications and the social and 
environmental factors forcing changes at work, 
as well as the networking and computer 
technologies fundamental to enterprise unified 
communications.   
NEW this year at The Collaboration Summit in 
Berlin – a CSP Summit Pre-Conference – a half-day conference specifically designed for the 
needs of CSPs and their partners. Spend the afternoon hearing from industry leaders, including 
WR Managing Partner and CSP Practice Area Manager Marc Beattie, who will present on the 
state of the European collaboration services market and probabilities for new growth, including 
Enterprise Social Networking, Unified Communications, VoIP, and Video Telepresence 
strategies.   The half-day (12:00pm – 5:00pm followed by cocktail reception) event is intended to 
provide an unparalleled opportunity for guests to learn, expand their thinking, and network with 
peers and technology partners in collaboration services.   

 

21 April 2009:  CSP Summit (1/2 day) 

22-23 April 2009:  Collaboration Futures Summit 

Early registration discount is available until 1 April.   Visit www.wainhouse.com/berlin09 for the 
unfolding details on this international conference. The registration web page is now live. If you 
would like to sponsor and speak on one of the megatrends, please contact Sara Fargo,  
sfargo@wainhouse.com . 

 

Sven Damberger / MVC 

How will UC products and 
services affect the future business 
environment? 

Ralf Nikolai / disy 

The Services Future for 
collaboration service providers and 
their customers 

 

Allan Bjornstad / Tandberg  

Competing in the New World 
Economy  It’s a jungle out there… 
how will you survive 

Marc Beattie  
Wainhouse Research 

2019: Where are Online 
Collaboration Services Headed in 
the Next 10 Years? 
 

 
 

2009 Collaboration Futures Summit Sponsors  

  
 

2009 Berlin  
CSP Summit  

Sponsors 
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One on One with Sven Lagerweij, MD of Talk & Vision 
I had a chance recently to sit down over video with Sven Lagerweij, the MD 
for Netherlands-based Talk & Vision.  Sven has been with the company for 
seven years, and prior to that worked for Sony Videoconferencing in Europe. 
WRB:  Ok, very quickly, who is Talk and Vision? 
SL:  It’s very simple.  We are a video products and services company.  We 
resell videoconferencing hardware and provide a full range of support 
services, including video managed services.  We don’t do audio or web 
conferencing; we are 100% about video. 
WRB:  So, what does the “talk” in “talk and vision” mean then?    
SL:  Talk & Vision is about visual communication. As you know, audio is a crucial part of visual 
communication, whereas video really adds value to ‘audio only’. Audio and video together are a 
powerful combination and that’s where we focus.. 
WRB:  Everyone knows the audio and web conferencing markets are much larger than 
videoconferencing.  So aren’t you being a little nearsighted by focusing exclusively on video.  
Aren’t you limiting your business potential? 
SL:  We’ve been doing video for a long time.  We are very good at it; we understand the 
products, technologies, and the customer issues.  Lots of people do audio and web, and quite 
frankly, they do a good job at it.  Our mantra is focus focus focus and that keeps us with video. 
WRB:  What makes Talk & Vision different? 
SL:  Well, not all value added resellers have a Video Network Operations Centre.  We also offer 
a comprehensive support program for videoconferencing meetings. The service is called MAVIS 
- short for Managed Video Services. The aim of MAVIS is to provide a complete range of 
services to enable a top class meeting environment as a good alternative to time consuming and 
expensive travel.  
Our customer want to walk into a meeting room to talk about their business ,in stead of talking 
about visual communication; with Mavis we take the hassle away. A VC system today is 
obviously more user friendly then a system 10 yrs ago, however, there is still one thing that is 
even more easy; walk into your meeting room and start talking right away.. that’s what Mavis is 
about. 
Mavis is about taking away the hassle.  We try to focus on business drivers and stay away from 
the technical side as much as possible. Today’s hardware systems do not determine whether an 
implementation of VC is successful or not; other factors do.  Users should know where vc rooms 
are, how to book meetings, who to call for support, etc.. 
WRB:  I don’t want to get into all the nuts and bolts.  But briefly, what are the top three things 
MAVIS offers customers. 
SL:  Scheduling and management; call launching and monitoring, and 24x7 help desk support.  
There are other things as well, but you said to stick to three.  
WRB:  Since you don’t offer network services, how can you provide complete 
videoconferencing managed services.  Isn’t that a big hole in your lineup? 
SL:  We get asked this all the time.  First of all, most of our customers are large enterprises that 
already have a network strategy and vendor in place.  And for all of our customers, we work with 
the customer and his network service provider directly to implement bandwidth, QoS, and SLA 
agreements that make sense.  We act as an advisor to the customer and to the network vendor.  
We haven’t had a problem with this arrangement yet.  Some SME customers are asking us about 
getting into the network business and we are looking at developing some partnerships for this.  
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We resell videoconferencing gear from multiple suppliers; perhaps we need to do the same for 
network services. 
WRB:  I understand many of your customers are global companies.  How does a little Dutch 
company provide world-wide support? 
SL:  First of all we have a large technical and multilingual team here in the Netherlands as well 
as feet on the ground in the UK, Germany, and Belgium.  But the local team here provides all the 
remote support.  We service videoconferencing sites in Europe direct ourselves.  Outside Europe, 
if we need local support for an issue that can’t be handled remotely, we use our vendor partners 
(Polycom, Sony, Tandberg) in some locations and we partner with others like IVCi in the States 
in other locations. 
WRB:  These seem to be tough times everywhere.  What do you see as your major challenges for 
2009? 
SL:  Yes, times are tough, but right now interest in videoconferencing seems to be very strong - 
for lots of reasons that you know all about.   We actually think we will grow significantly in 
2009.  And this represents our major challenge. We need to find good people, and we need to 
improve our internal business processes to handle the growth. 
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